
AN OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF GANGS IN THE 19TH CENTURY

Not all criminal gangs of the 19th century operated out of London or the industrial cities of the North, many rural
communities were also plagued.

Yet, as Davies notes, this did not discourage a real lust for life that was manifested on the streets of Ancoats
and other slum districts. For example, Irish gangs were prevalent in the United States in the midth century,
followed by Jewish gangs in the early 20th century, and Asian and Latino gangs in the late 20th and early 21st
century. Using small rowboats, these juvenile gangsters would silently row their way alongside anchored
shipping vessels. Annie proved to be a highly effective leader, dividing the gang into cells to simultaneously
ransack multiple shops across the city. Fights often resulted in serious injury and even death. The presence of
scuttlers on the streets created fear amongst the adult population, who were wary of how the simmering threat
of violence could erupt at any time. This leads to a certain jumping from one tale to another, but Baker
manages to do this without confusing the reader. Gangs with European ethnicity had all but disappeared, and
gangs became almost exclusively black or Hispanic in their membership [ ref ]. Davies argues that one of the
nails in the coffin of the scuttler was the rise of the youth club movement, whilst another was the growing
popularity in the s and s of association football. This tension between the teenaged gang and the
neighbourhood is a vital one. Though he misses Anbinder, published a year earlier, he has a full
bibliographical essay at the end. Membership The U. Would it get things right? Deirdre, nervously harboring
both Ruth and Maddy, becomes a target of the fierce, explosive anger of the draft rioters which strikes out in
all directions. Whilst the fashions were common to all scuttler groups, place was the most distinctive influence
in the shaping of scuttler identity and relationships between gangs. Members could be identifies by their
sartorial style, wearing uniforms consisting of donkey jackets, silk scarfs, bell-bottom trousers, steel-capped
boots and their distinctive weaponized flat caps. Research has consistently indicated that fewer than one-tenth
of gang members are female, though some surveys suggested that females account for more than one-fourth of
gang membership. There is a public execution scene, but hangings were conducted only within prison walls
New York after  The High Rippers became infamous following the shocking Blackstone Street Murder, in
which a Spanish Sailor was brutally beaten and stabbed to death in a mugging gone wrong. Although we
understand more about the slide into delinquency in the 20th century, from such classic texts as Campbell
Bunk and The Delinquent Solution as well as more recent criminological studies, the slide out of delinquency
is somewhat clearer young men grow out of deviant behaviours if the specifics are less well researched. The
gang was also capable of shocking violence and guarded their territory jealously. Street gangs were often
associated with politicians and were the fighting arm of different factions. This weapon does not, as far as I
remember, appear in the film. As the gang grew in power, smaller gangs joined them until Crips-affiliated
gangs dominated the city. There are many such problems, enough to keep historians awake bemoaning what is
given out as history to ordinary movie goers. It helps to give depth of knowledge to British history as we know
it, highlighting the surprisingly significant role that law-breakers have played in shaping the nation. The
Elephants were tightly run and neatly organised, operating a collection of cells whose activities extended
across London and into other cities. The brutal truth of gang life is that the only way most gang members
leave the gang is in a body bag. Young boys re-created the battles on the streets of Ancoats, using the
categories of Catholic French and Protestant Prussian to reflect their own allegiances between Irish Catholic
and English Protestant. Image courtesy Amazon In the s and '80s, narcotic drugs became more prevalent on
the streets. The criminal justice system is an important intervening institution for many gang members, but,
because it may generate negative attitudes toward the police and legitimate society, its effect is not always
positive. Gangs were documented in every state, in large and small cities, and in urban and rural counties,
though the highest levels of gang-related crime occurred in urban centres, particularly Los Angeles and
Chicago. Image Courtesy Amazon Criminal gangs have certainly been around as long as crime itself â€” it
doesn't take a criminal mastermind to realize there is strength in numbers. Quarrels and assaults, though few
murders, were almost routine. Before marriage, the family home was a place of constraint and responsibility.
Some of the individuals mentioned by Davies â€” such as Charles E. The battle lines between Catholic and
Protestant reflected the different allegiances and identities created by the geographical and social boundaries
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created by streets, canals, markets and the like, as well as the clustering of different religious and ethnic
groups. In the classic model of the political machine, street gangs served to intimidate opponents, mobilize the
vote, and recruit future leaders for both politics and the criminal underworld.


